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Hi! My name is Amy Shiroma and starting on 
July 30th I will be the next CIR PA for Kumamoto 
Prefecture alongside the new ALT PA Hueseng! 
The end of July will also mark my fourth year 
on the JET Program. Contrary to popular belief, 
I'm not from Hawaii but rather Anaheim, Califor-
nia. I’m sure you’ve heard of Anaheim in some 
shape or form -- it's the home of the original 
Disneyland and MLB sensation Ohtani Shohei!

If it wasn’t already obvious by my surname, 
I’m Japanese-American. Because of my ethnic 
connection, I often attended and participated 
in events within the Japanese-American com-
munity in my local area as a child. In time I be-
came more and more interested in Japan to 
the point where my father mentioned the “JET 
Program” and handed me a stack of papers 
about JET. With the prospect of applying to JET 
at the back of my mind, I entered the Universi-
ty of Hawai’i as an East Asian Studies major. I 
took so many classes about Japanese culture, 
language, literature, and history that I was one 
class short of a double major in Japanese! Im-
mediately after I received my BA, I applied to 
Graduate School for a Masters in Japanese 
Linguistics. As I was finishing my Masters, I de-
cided that it would be a good time to embark 
on a new journey and I finally applied to JET.

It’s been almost four years since I made that 
decision and when I found out I was placed in 
a city called Kamiamakusa in Kumamoto Pre-
fecture. To be honest, at the time all I knew 
about Kumamoto were three things: Kumamon, 
Eiichiro Oda (the author of ONE PIECE), and the 
Kumamoto Earthquake. Like many of you, I did 
not know what to expect upon arriving in Kuma-
moto, nor what was expected of me in my new 
job. It was incredibly nerve wracking as I waited 
for my flight to Japan to start my JET journey! 
However, thanks to the generosity, hospitality 
and support I’ve received from fellow JETs as 
well as the people around me I’ve been able to 
find a new place to call home. Not to mention 
the bright smiles of the children! After all, they’re 
the ones who truly make the ALT job special.

Outside of work, I enjoy taking walks, decipher-
ing Japanese, gaming, drawing, collecting things 
with seals (the animal, although I do like stickers 
too) on them, and trying any weird or interesting 
food that catches my eye in the convenience store. 
“Rare Cheese flavored Milk Tea” is currently at the 
top of the list for weirdest things I’ve come across. 
“Lemonade Flavored Coffee” is a close runner up. 
Bizarre convenience store discoveries aside, I’ve 
been making it a personal goal to develop bet-
ter habits for a healthier and sustainable lifestyle.

To wrap things up, I would like to give a heartfelt 
「 お疲れ様 ！」to Lily, Chase, and former PA Bi-
lal. With the COVID-19 pandemic, each and every 
one of us has had to face not only the challenges 
of living and working in a foreign environment but 
also living during a pandemic in a foreign coun-
try. With all these new unforeseen challenges and 
problems on top of already difficult circumstanc-
es it has never been so important for us JETs to 
come together and establish solidarity with one an-
other. To Lily -- I’m incredibly honored to be your 
successor! You have been an amazing mentor and 
I truly appreciate all your hard work. You did your 
best to keep us informed of the situation in Japan 
and would always extend your support to all the 
JETs in the prefecture. It means so much to know 
we had someone we could trust and rely on in this 
time of uncertainty. You did what not many people 
can do and I can only hope to accomplish as much 
as you did. I wish Lily, Chase and Bilal the best of 
luck in their future endeavors. To you, the readers 

「よろしくお願いいたします！」
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Thanks to the generosity, 
hospitality and support 

I’ve received from fellow JETs 
as well as the people around me 
I’ve been able to find [Kumamoto] 

a new place to call home. 

“
”

Our New CIR PA: Amy Shiroma



Hey! I’m Hueseng Xiong, the Kumamoto ALT PA 
for 2021-2022. I have been in Japan since August 
of 2019 and have been teaching at three voca-
tional high schools in Yatsushiro. I cannot begin 
to describe how excited I am to work with Amy 
to serve all of you and help the JET community. I 
want to start my introduction by acknowledging 
all that all of you have experienced during these 
trying times and expressing my sincere gratitude 
to all of you for working so hard in doing what 
you have been doing at work and outside of work 
for the Japanese community. Our jobs can seem 
to be fruitless at times, but I want you to know 
that you have impacted at least one person’s life 
and have probably made more people appreci-
ate English and foreign culture. You are worthy!

With that being said, you are probably wondering 
who, or maybe what, I am! I was born and raised 
in America, but my ethnicity is Hmong, an ethnic 
minority group from Southeast Asia. My parents 
immigrated to the US from Thailand as refugees 
with my eldest brother and then the rest of my 
siblings and I were born in America. I grew up in 
a more culturally traditional household so I didn’t 
know much English until I was about to start public 
school. What’s more, I was born in Pennsylvania 
and moved to Arkansas as a little kid, so imag-
ine trying to register a southern accent to English 
while having barely learned English! In college, I 
majored in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
and minored in Chinese. Since coming to Japan, 
I’ve also picked up conversational Japanese. So 
altogether, I have some experience in at least four 
languages! If you’re interested, let’s talk about 
how language is such an important aspect of me!
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A little bit more about myself! I love cooking and 
enjoy tasting local and authentic cuisine. I’m al-
ways in search of delicious foods so send me 
some recommendations, or we can make plans 
to pig out together! I like watching anime and 
playing games, but I especially love traveling and 
window shopping with friends in my free time 
(I’ve accumulated so many things while in Japan 
that I’m starting to worry about what I’ll do when 
I move back to the states)! Finally, I love meeting 
new people and seeing new places. I can’t wait 
to see the rest of Kumamoto and what being an 
ALT is like in your eyes. I’m looking forward to the 
many new adventures being a PA will bring me.

A special shoutout to my Yatsushiro JET com-
munity for keeping me sane and meeting up 
after work to help me with my lessons (and all 
those shin-digs and late-night singing lol). A big 
thanks to Bilal, Chase, and Lily for assisting me 
in all of my issues and for being great men-
tors. It seems really impossible to jump right in 
and do what my predecessors have been do-
ing so wonderfully, but I hope that I can meet 
all of your expectations and continue to make 
living and working in Japan a comfortable and 
enjoyable experience. I want to hear your opin-
ions and concerns, so don’t hesitate to contact 
me! I also want to hear your accomplishments 
as well, so please talk to me about those, too!

Our New ALT PA: Hueseng Xiong
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I heard the first cicada of the season today. 

It put me in a mood to rejoice, or at least 

decadently languish, in the spirit of these 

damp and emerald summer months. Maybe

by doing so, I can convince myself that 

the heat is okay, and I actually super enjoy

not being able to remember what dry felt like. 

Actually, living in a steam sauna is super

cool, and is probably good for my skin,

or something.

Right?
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Anyway, both of the times I’ve arrived in Japan have been in high summer, August or Septem-
ber. There’s something about that wet fist that keeps me coming back. In normal times, sum-
mer here would be punctuated by festivals and fireworks, but we’ve had a stretch of bad luck, 
as you might’ve heard.

With no festivals and mysterious, inexplicable rises in temperature occurring across the globe, 
it really makes one wonder what in the hell they can do to wriggle out from under god’s 
magnifying glass. Only weird kids get their kicks that way, anyway. An outside observer back 
home may find it counterintuitive, but I’ve (perhaps predictably found solace in onsen and 
sentou. This piece originally began as a review for my favorite onsen in Kyushu, Yurakutei, but 
I’ve never been one to resist a good tangent and I refuse to start now.

Japan in the summertime is, to me, Japan at its most “Japannest.” Kyushu summers seem 
to last half the year and the other half lives in summer’s shadow. January sure feels cold, but 
come July, you’ll be missing it. Rainy season is a pain, sure, but once it ends, the summer truly 
begins, so enjoy it while you can.

I first visited Japan three or so years ago, after graduating college. I spent two weeks in 
Yokohama/Tokyo and one of the clearest memories of the time was how it felt to step out of 
the air-conditioned airport after spending what felt like years on that flight. A wet fist, slugging 
me in the teeth with staggering force…I’m not even from a cold area! I should be used to this! 
My entire home state of Tennessee is listed under the same Köppen climate designation as 
Kyushu (let’s go Cfa Humid Subtropical babey!!!). Our winters are cold with rare snow and our 
summers are... our summers are…

Tennessee summer is just as hot, but a little less humid on account of us being quite far 
from the ocean. We have cicadas as well, but they like to live underground for 17 years and 
then swarm for a bumper crop. Their song is a little different, too – I find the Japanese cicada 
song tumultuous and chaotic, while Tennessee cicadas sing in something resembling a lulling 
susurrus. At least we have Waffle House. Kyushu doesn’t play that way. Kyushu swelters and 
bakes. The humidity crawls into your throat and dares you to wish it gone. Even the cicadas 
stop singing when it gets too hot.

A GOOD TANGENT
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The entrance is a nice, spacious room with many comfy chairs to relax in, post or pre-onsen. The staff 
are summoned by whacking a sort of percussive metal bowl (Google tells me it’s called a “handpan”) 
with a stick, whereupon they’ll accept your extremely reasonable onsen entry fee. This is possibly the 
best 500 yen you’ll spend in Japan.

Yurakutei, also called Yumigahara, is located in Amakusa and if you haven’t been there, it’s very poss-
ible you’ve at least heard about the Cave 
Onsen. This place is peak onsen. I’m 
talking Platonic ideal hot spring experi-
ence. The water is aggressively natural; 
opaque, cloudy, yellowish, sometimes 
even reddish water with a striking sul-
fur stink streams from the mineral-en-
crusted fonts to create an image that 
wouldn’t look out of place in an artist’s 
imagination of the surface of Venus, or 
perhaps, the pre-Cambrian primordial 
ooze. That phrase above, aggressive-
ly natural, was lodged so deeply in my 
cortex by this onsen experience that it 
drove me to start a Wordpress website 
where I talk about onsen experiences. 
That is to say, I had so much fun here 
that it actually drove me to get a hobby.
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YURAKUTEI

Pause briefly outside the locker room to observe which side you’ll be going in today. Like many, Yura-
kutei periodically switches the gender segregated sides, so that the next time you go, you may get to 
see the other side. And they are different - the first time I went, the men’s side was on the right. 
The right side has a fantastic indoor bath (as they both do), but the outside bath was just a tad too 
small for all four of my companions at the time to comfortably soak. But this is why it’s so well-known 
as the Cave Onsen - both sides have stunning, partially natural caves hand-dug out of the surround-
ing rock through which the hot springs flow. I personally prefer the cave on the right side because it’s 
deeper, really making you feel like a spelunker, but the left side’s cave is perfectly adequate as well. 
Besides, the left side has a bigger outside bath, so pick your poison.
Be careful where you step here - the water is so ridiculously packed with minerals that every exposed 
surface grows literal inches of precipitated sulfur crystal. It’s on the pipes, in the baths, on the rocks 
outside - I’m convinced that if I stayed in this bath for long enough I’d become an onsen version of 
that rock dude from Fantastic Four.
But podiatric peril aside, there’s something really special about soaking in such natural water so deep 
in a cave. You can forget everything and pretend that this is what life always has been, is, and will be 
- imagine for just a second that your wet skin and heightened internal temperature is a result of your 
personal choices to experience this, and not due to the systematic decisions of a very rich group of 
industrialists who don’t care what their economy does to the climate. 
It’s enough to make you regret leaving the primordial ooze. But hey, on the bright side, once you leave 
the onsen, there’s a really cute cat that hangs out on the couches in the main room, and really cheap 
ice cream to boot. I’m not the first JET to review this onsen in the Yoka (shoutout Melissa Wright in 
Summer 2018) and I’m sure I won’t be the last. Take this lasting popularity as a sign - if you haven’t 
gone here yet, make time.

TO THE ONSEN WE GO



Yulax is an onsen that doesn’t fudge around. Despite 
its myriad accoutrements, Yulax (Yurax?) cloaks itself 
in somber blacks and utilitarian grays. The message 
is clear: This is a modern bath for modern people.
Entering the building, one passes through the normal 
process - shoes off and stored in cubby, ticket pur-
chased at machine and handed to attendant, direct-
ed to the locker-room - not knowing quite what to 
expect. To understand the difference between Yulax 
and other public baths requires experience of both, 
and is hard to convey in this limited medium, but 
Yulax seems to rejoice in departing from the old 
standards of Japanese bathing - unseen are the 
tatami mat rooms, the light and airy beiges and
sages of traditional sentiment. This is a place of 
black tile and steel and by god, your bits are going to 
get scrubbed. As if to add to this presentation, 
entrants are greeted by one of the most unique 
and iconic images I’ve seen thus far emblazoned 
on the front door and throughout - Amabie, the Ku-
mamoto-born and now nationally loved Edo-to-
COVID-era transplant Yokai of plague prevention, 
stares down the guests with a hardened glare ap-
propriate of a movie villain, and that’s the point: 
hilariously, she’s clad in the leathers, spikes and respirator of Mad Max: Fury Road’s Immortan Joe.
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YULAX

Indeed, Yulax apes a certain aesthetic, one (again) born of a more modern sensibility: Mad Max, baby! I 
wish I could tell you that the building was done up in gorey red spraypaint splashes and torture devices 
of unclear providence a la Fallout 3 raider chic, but the aesthetic seemed to extend to the hues and sen-

timent alone. I’ll live. Let’s get to the bath.
Upon entering the bath, one immedi-
ately notices the main feature looming 
in the center of the room. An enormous 
font made of black stone emanates from 
the floor, almost taller than your 185cm 
author. Indeed, a sign on the side proud-
ly proclaims it to be Japan’s deepest 
mizuburo, at a whopping 176cm. Luck-
ily, there is a nice, thick rope you can 
cling to as you submerge your tender 
bits in this frigid water, and next to the 
rope’s ceiling anchor, a constant gout 
of what Yulax claims is water harvest-
ed from deep under Mount Aso streams 
down directly onto your head. If that’s 
not enough, the guest can use the but-
ton conveniently close by labeled “MAD 

MAX’’ to engage what the nearby sign declares is over 100 liters of the same to gush down, 
causing water to slough over the sides, splashing all of the young, hip bathers around it.
Did I mention the clientele yet? Going to onsen in Japan, you’d be excused for believing most bathers to 
be ancient men or their small children, but in Yulax I was struck by the proportion of that most treasured 
and increasingly rare type of person (at least, outside of Tokyo): 20-somethings! Dyed hair, alert eyes 
and healthy, Heisei-era ligaments - this is not your typical, stodgy traditional onsen, and the demo-
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graphics of the bathers goes to prove it. But enough about the proportion of wrinkled butt to smooth. 
The bath experience is fantastic. I am personally a poor reviewer of onsen because aside from the 
self-evident tendency to ramble, I am the sort to immediately make a beeline for a denkiburo whenev-
er one is sighted. For those unaware, a denkiburo - literally “electric bath” - is a small section of a larger 
bath that has electricity-emanating attachments built in under the water. Depending on your degree 
of muscle soreness and personal tolerance for pain, you can inch closer or farther to the source 
of that sweet electric pulse, and marvel 
as your brain gets to realize in real time 
the fact that it is not the only one who can 
pilot your meat-puppet. But of course I 
showered before entering; I’m not a bar-
barian. I mean, I am, but, y’know. Any-
way, after gingerly clambering out of this 
large bath pool (it also features a very 
comfortable sort of submerged porce-
lain bench, a forest of steaming bubbles 
in the center, and three reclining seats 
simply tossed into the piping water), one 
notices the decor. It’s lit naturally, a nice 
touch, by a row of high windows to your 
right and an outdoor bath to the left. The 
outdoor bath is unique in that there is no 
door or wall separating it from the rest; 
the room simply opens up. Since this bath 
is in the middle of a very developed area, 
it’s really just a bath with no ceiling, giving 
the whole room the feel of a warm cave 
with a skylight. One also notices a post-
ed notice, a recommendation for the or-
der in which bathers should optimally en-
joy the features. The denkiburo is not the 
first on the list. Better luck next time, eh?
I don’t remember the exact order so I 
won’t pretend. I imagine it starts with a 
trip to the first of three saunas, a rath-
er typical one you can find at any pub-
lic bath in Japan, complete with a TV 
and several other adult men vying to 
prove who’s the toughest. After, a dip in 
the central fixture will get you cold and 
ready for the next step. Slather some kindly-provided volcanic mud (!) on your face and step into 
the next sauna. The mud heats, baking into your skin, and doing something that’s probably nice 
for it. This sauna proudly proclaims itself above the door as the Volcanic Sauna, and by the way 
steam issues forth from the door whenever opened it certainly proves that. Until your eyes adjust, 
the inside is pitch-black and again, foggy as hell, so be careful where you sit unless you want to 
become very good friends with a stranger. If you can see through the mud, you might see anoth-
er saunagoer interact with a sort of goblet on a stand in the middle of the room, using a shovel to 
get a handful of what appears to be salt and then rub it on their body. Neat! When in Rome, right?
So you’re in a volcanic sauna covered in mud and salt, and you’re thinking your skin is going to 
be more tender than a Christmas rump of pork. Stew in that for as long as you like, then stumble 
out to dash water over yourself and recover. Do not rub your eyes until you get your hands clean.
Reborn, baby-smooth, you are free to continue the order. There’s probably a dip in the hot bath, the 
natural (open to the sky) bath or the cold bath somewhere in this process, but again, I forgot it, so 
pretend we go to the last sauna next. The last sauna is something called the “Loyle” sauna, but in Jap-
anese, it’s clearly called the “Meditation sauna”, so I don’t know who they’re trying to fool or what Loyle 
means. Anyway, I didn’t trust the tricky sign, and I don’t like saunas that much anyway, so I didn’t go 
into this one. I definitely recall that the experience is supposed to wrap up with a nice recline on a nice 
recliner in the hot bath. For me, however, the last step was sitting in one of the numerous plastic lawn 
chairs arranged next to the open bath, drinking in the ambience and allowing the day’s heat and air to 
dry my skin. This was nice. This was cheap (590y). It came with shampoo, conditioner and body soap. I 
heartily recommend this place for anyone looking for a unique and memorable public bath experience. 11
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By the time you’ve arrived in Japan after successfuly 
applying to the JET Program,  you`ve probably heard or read 
some advice along the lines of continuing with something

you enjoyed doing in your home country here in Japan. 

So, since music, hometowns, and community are all things 

I love and am passionate about, I sought to find out 
what was happening in my Japanese hometown for the
last year and a half. Here is a short list of 
my musical and cultural recommendations in `Yatchiro`.

BY KEEGAN STEENKAMP
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3- Bar-Z
Just a few meters down the road from Dimly you`ll find Bar-Z on the 2nd floor of Yatsushiro Skytree, 
and yes, I`m happy to let you know that Yatushiro does indeed have its very own Skytree. 
Bar-Z is owned and run by the legendary Taniguchi-san, otherwise known as Afro Taniguchi, who has 
established Bar-Z as a staple stop for many of the top touring musicians in Japan. 

Bar-Z is a prime example of places that are commonly referred to in Japan as Live-Houses. A live-
house is basically a straightforward music venue with good sound and lighting. Bar-Z also has a kitchen 
and well stocked bar with tabehodai (all you can eat) and nomihodai (all you can drink) options avail-
able making it a fun spot to go to on a night out even if there isn’t a live performance.  

1- MICK kissaten 「 ミック 」

Just a minute’s walk from Yatsushiro station will get you to MICK, a classic 
Japanese Jazz Kissa (cafe) straight from the culture and aesthetic that 
saw its height in popularity around the 50’s and 60’s. Despite classic kiss-
aten culture slowly declining in popularity since then, there are still many 
kissas around; however, MICK is the last remaining Jazz Kissa in Yatsushiro. 

It’s got all the beautiful wooden and leather finishes that one associates with 
a classic Kissa, and a lovely Hi-Fi system custom built by a legendary ojisan 
sound man who has a shop in the Yatsushiro Arcade and is, as far as I’ve 
experienced, known all across Kyushu. You’ll find MICK’s master, Akira-san, 
behind the counter brewing coffee and making club sandwiches if he isn’t se-
lecting the next album to play or attending to important community matters. 

This medium-sized bar on the 2nd floor of the Azusa Kaikan build-
ing in Yatsushiro Honmachi hosts Hip-Hop and Reggae music 
events, sometimes as often as every weekend of the month. It’s a 
staple for the hip-hop community of Yatsushiro, and where you’re 
likely to witness the “Yatsushiro State Of Mind,” a testament to 
how hip-hop culture is cherished and appreciated in this mini city.  

Here I’ve spoken to locals who can hardly speak a word of En-
glish but will recite album titles, recording dates, names of 
producers and emcees with fervor until the sun comes up. 

2- Dip by Dimly

Just a few meters down the road from Dimly you’ll find Bar-Z on 
the 2nd floor of Yatsushiro Skytree, and yes, I’m happy to let you 
know that Yatsushiro does indeed have its very own Skytree.

Bar-Z is owned and run by the legendary Taniguchi-san, oth-
erwise known as Afro Taniguchi, who has established Bar-Z as 
a staple stop for many of the top touring musicians in Japan.

Bar-Z is a prime example of places that are commonly referred 
to in Japan as Live-Houses. A live-house is basically a straight-
forward music venue with good sound and lighting. Bar-Z has a 
kitchen and well-stocked bar with tabehodai (all you can eat) and 
nomihodai (all you can drink) options available making it a fun 
spot to go on a night out even if there isn’t a live performance.

3- Bar-Z
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The most stylish of the list, First usually attracts dis-
cerning music lovers who are willing to pay a few 
more yennies than what one would spend at a regular 
bar. The room has beautiful acoustics and the strong 
sound system suits it really well. With an in-house 
grand piano, double bass, drum set, comfy seat-
ing and sleek design, this spot is on par with many 
top jazz clubs I’ve experienced around the world.  

After the show, if you’d like to take your night to the 
next level I strongly encourage you to have a meal 
and drink at the Okonomiyaki restaurant called 
Ran Ran「らんらん」just opposite First Jazz Bar.   

4- First Jazz Bar 「 ファースト 」

Yatsushiro`s main concert 
hall hosts a variety of shows 
all year round and plays 
an important part in com-
munity building by hosting 
many community events 
and school productions. 

The building has a really 
unique design that reminds 
me a bit of a grand piano, 
and has a large tilted reflec-
tive feature on the west end 
which allows for a unique 
perspective of the city in its 
reflection especially around 
sunset. It’s surrounded by 
parks and a plaza used by 
skateboarders in the after-
noons, and is fairly close to 
many shops and restaurants 
making it a nice stop on a 
walk or place to meet up. 

5- Harmony Hall

In Conclusion
I write this in the hopes that some of you will make the trip to the end of the 
train line to spend a day or weekend in Yatsushiro, it really is an interesting place 
steeped in history, unique local subcultures, and home to many friendly people. 
If you’d like any other recommendations for Kumamoto and Kyushu feel free to mail me at:

keegansteenkamp@outlook.com | Thank you for reading. Salaam, Keegan Steenkamp Yatsushiro SHS ALT
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Kyogi Karuta | Matthew Mihelic
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This is a poem written by Oe no Chisato and it is my favorite one in the Ogura Hyakun-
in Isshu (小倉百人一首). What is the Ogura Hyakunin Isshu? It is a collection of 100 po-
ems by 100 poets. These poems were selected by Fujiwara no Teika, who was asked 
by his son Tameie to gather them in order to decorate the screens of Tameie’s fa-
ther in law’s residence near Mount Ogura. The poets include emperors, monks, gov-
ernment officials, and naturally famous poets. Various themes are explored in the 
poems such as forbidden love, broken hearts, the beauty of nature, and loneli-
ness. Some of the poems share similar features, but they are all undeniably unique.

Their uniqueness has been utilized to invent a game or rather a sport called kyogi karuta 
(競技かるた)(competitive karuta). Karuta is a sport that requires memorization, concen-
tration, and acute listening along with quick reactions and endurance. In order to play 
you need to know the decisive characters of the poems known as the kimariji (決まり字). 
The second half of the poems are printed on the cards you lay out in front of you 
while the whole poem is printed on a card that is read out loud by a reader. When 
you hear the kimariji from the first half, you can take the matching card with the sec-
ond half of the poem. There are 7 cards that are unique on the first character and 
the rest share at least the first character with one or more cards. Similar cards range 
from 2 or 3 with the same first character to 16 with the same first character. Some 
cards share up to the fifth character with another card so you have to wait a long 
time to know if it is the correct card. For example, asaborake a and asaborake u.

As I look at the moon 
a thousand things come to my mind

and my thoughts are sad. 
Yet, it is not for me alone 

that autumn begins.
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Matches are played 1 on 1 and you only use 50 of the 100 cards. Both players mix the 50 face 
down cards and with- out looking at them 
randomly choose 25. Then you place your 
cards in three rows in front of you with a 
small space between each row. Your op-
ponent sits opposite from you and does 
the same with their cards spaced a few 
centimeters away from yours. Natu-
rally, their cards are facing them so they 
are upside down when you look at them 
and while you can place your cards 
in roughly the same place every match, 
your opponents will all have their own 
unique placements. Once the cards have 
been placed, you have 15 minutes to 
memorize their posi- tions and prepare 
strategies for the game. Skilled play-
ers can memorize all of the cards in just a few minutes and then think about the cards that 
share characters, which ones to go for first, and how to move in reaction to the correct card.
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After the memorization time the match begins with an opening poem not in the hyakunin 
isshu. Before the first sound of each poem has been read, you must keep your hand behind
your first row of cards and touching the floor. You can only use one hand to take cards 
and it should be placed between your knees in front of you. Once you hear the kimariji you
need to touch the card before your opponent does. You can simply put your hand on 
top of it, knock it out of the playing area, or even use other cards in the same area to 
knock it away. If the card was on your side, you remove it from the playing area, but if 
you took the card from your opponent’s side, you send them one of your cards. This is 
because the winner is the first player to have 0 cards on their side and if you take the 
card from their side, that would help them get to 0. Cards are also sent if a player com-
mits a fault (お手付き - otetsuki). If a poem is read, but the card is not on the playing field 
(から札 - karafuda) and you touch a card, that is a fault. Another fault is if you touch a 
card on your side when the correct card was on your opponent’s side and vice versa. 
These are the most common faults and can easily change the flow of a match, 
especially if you commit a double fault. A double fault is when you touch the wrong card
on your opponent’s side and they take the correct card from your side. In this scenario
they would be able to send you 2 of their cards which could narrow your lead

 一 or put you further behind.



These are most of the basics for playing but 
naturally there are more intricacies to the 
sport. If you are interested in learning more 
about it, reading the manga or watching 
the anime Chihayafuru is a good and fun 
way to see it in action. It had a recent resur-
gence with a new season of the anime and 
a live action movie, which have generated 
interest in karuta among people of various 
ages. In Kumamoto there are only a hand-
ful of schools that have karuta clubs so I 
was fortunate that my school had one. Ac-
tually, my students were the ones that got 
me started playing when they asked me to 
join. I’ve recently also joined a karuta as-
sociation outside of school that has about 
60 members from junior high schoolers to 
working adults. It takes some time to mem-
orize the kimariji and get to a competitive 
level, but I find it to be a really exciting and 
challenging activity. It’s also helped me 
make new friends and improve my Japa-
nese. If you’re interested and want tips or 
have questions, feel free to contact me!
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You need only stumble a yard or two beyond the Kumamoto City limits, or, in fact, any city limits 

in Japan, to find yourself surrounded by vast acres of paddy field. Row after row of semi-sub-

merged, meticulously-placed green shoots stand to attention as far as the eye can see, carpet-

ing the panorama like a Persian rug. Some spectacle to be sure, but, until recently, I’d ignorant-

ly assumed that these patches of Japan only served two functions, primarily as the nursery of the 

nation’s delicious staple grain, but also as the foundation of its uniquely stunning inaka aesthetic. 

So, you can imagine my astonishment when I, and my beloved 熊本かんつ, were invited to 

Hitoyoshi for a spot of 田んぼラグビー (rice field rugby). In my long and turbulent career, I 

had played rugby union, rugby league, 7s rugby, 10s rugby, tag rugby, touch rugby, beach 

rugby, but could say with full confidence that I had never chased the egg amongst the crops. 

Imagined images of me galloping, ball-in-hand, through the cultivated paddock tickled my fan-

cy no end, and, not ones to shy away from new challenges, we graciously accepted the invitation. 

THE TOIL IN THE SOIL
BY HARRY BARTER
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Recruitment was a hard sell. The core かんつ were on board, but I like to turn up with a sizeable 
posse, which involved appealing to some of the more peripheral members. If my time mingling with the 
ALT community has taught me anything, it’s that my idea of a good time is not shared by everyone, 
and that, apparently, this is okay. To me, risking tetanus, dysentery and broken bones to move a ball 
from one side of a flooded bog to another sounds like jolly, wholesome fun – but I can just about see 
how some people might have reservations. However, I had a deep-rooted conviction that this was a 
fantastically rare opportunity to experience something unique even within Japan, and thankfully, the 
ladies and gentlemen of the かんつ eventually shared my enthusiasm – not without some trepidation.

As is customary with these sorts of events, in the weeks leading up to the tournament my inbox 
was harassed on a daily basis by rules, regulations, itineraries, maps and recipes for the perfect 
Baumkuchen. I understand that they wanted to be thorough in ensuring the day went off without a 
hitch, but the likelihood of me comprehending a 20-page Japanese document about player 
insurance is about on a par with me accurately predicting the future from a mug of damp tea 
leaves. When I took up the role, I had no idea that heading up a rankly amateur touch rugby 
team in Kumamoto that competes every six months, would require as much admin as be-
ing Chancellor of the Exchequer. But, after handing over enough personal information to 
have our identities convincingly cloned, the organisers hotly anticipated our presence.

PREPARATION

TOTALLY PREPARED

After having our last bout in Nagasaki marred by grotty weather, I let out a disgruntled sigh as I 
surveyed the Hitoyoshi weather forecast. Cloud, rain and thunderstorms were predicted. Although 
we were destined to end up head-to-toe in mud anyway, I couldn’t help but feel that the addition 
of grey skies and rain could be a bridge too far. Alas, the Gods smiled on us that Sunday, and 
after a brief stint of morning dreariness, we were blessed with clear skies and beaming sunshine. 

Shortly after arriving, it became clear that we were in far deeper than we expected. We were 
greeted and introduced as if we’d flown from gaikoku especially for the occasion, mobbed 
by officials and local media, and handed reluctant children by pushy parents wanting a pic-
ture for grandma’s mantle piece.  Once the excitement simmered down, we were politely 
informed that, at the conclusion of the opening ceremony, we would be taking part in an 
exhibition match to set the standard for the day. Little did they know, only about 3 mem-
bers of the squad had ever even touched a rugby ball until that morning, and my flagrant 
dismissal of the rulebook I was sent meant we were about as organised as a box of frogs.   
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MATCH START!

The matches were supposed to be four-a-side, but it quickly became apparent that this 
exhibition match was to be chaos. A whole battalion of red and white-striped children swarmed 
the pitch, leaving us utterly perplexed. We frantically chased the nippers like Old Mother Brown 
with the rolling pin, resident enforcer/mother-goose Caitlin Puzzar utilized her instability and 
the inconspicuousness of the muddy unrest to “accidentally” smash some poor cherubs into the 
filth, and after successfully soaking up four plays without conceding, it was our turn to attack. 

I’ve always subscribed to 
the “First man in, last man 
out” school of leadership, so 
thought it proper of me to 
take the first plunge into the 
turdy abyss. Like getting 
into cold water, first contact 
is always the most uncom-
fortable. I lunged my right
piston in and immediately 
lost it to around half-way up 
my shin. This doesn’t seem 
so bad, but considering I was 
a foot taller than the next 
tallest man there, you can
imagine the sight of 

Thankfully, what our opposition boasted in energy and manpower, they lacked in game man-
agement. They flocked towards the ball like a school of koi flock towards a fumbled sand-
wich, leaving plenty of open space to exploit. In a genius rule variation that guaranteed 
maximum mucky fun, a scorer was awarded a bonus point if they dove over the try line, so 
after some slick passing put me clear of the wall of Waldos, I stomped through the mud to-
wards glory and hurled myself through the brown slop for a try right in front of the ecstat-
ic crowd. I felt like Andy Dufresne upon his escape, head-to-toe in shit, but never more alive. 

Thankfully, our opposition for the exhibition match was to be an excited pack of adorable 
cubs from Yatsushiro Rugby Club, and we would only have two minutes to embarrass ourselves. 
As we were led to our battleground for the day, I was knocked for six by the 
surroundings. We were sat in an incredibly picturesque valley, not a building 
in sight, surrounded by nothing but fields, trees, rivers and mountains – a real Ky-
ushu trademark spot. The juxtaposition of preparing to do inglorious, Somme-es-
que battle in the middle of a postcard photographer’s daydream setting was poetic.

On reflection, I don’t know exactly what I had expected the pitch to be like, but com-
ing face-to-face with it brought home the reality of what we’d signed up for. A quar-
tet of flags formed a primitive quadrilateral in a quagmire of shit-brown radiator wa-
ter. We tentatively changed into whatever footwear we deemed suitable for a swamp 
workout, nervously chuckling and throwing glances around that said, “Are we seriously get-
ting in there?” Eventually we could stall no more, and we heard the cruel call of “Dozoooo!” 

MOMENTS BEFORE

For a minute, we trotted around the pitch like baby giraffes, adjusting our mechanics to this new 
environment. Mobility was going to be as smooth as sandpaper. Also, you’d assume that cold 
mud is the worst mud, but the sun had warmed the slop to a suspicious body temperature, 
which, for obvious reasons, was incredibly unsettling. Still, after playing rugby for ten years in 
the damp British Isles, this would not be my first slog through the soil – and I was raring to go.

the children and less 
vertically - endowed players.
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A BRIEF RESPITE

WHAT MAKES A TEAM

After more than enough wallowing in the cool stream and being fed kakigori like Greek em-
perors, it was time to test our mettle in a real match, against opponents over 4ft tall. Before 
the carnage had started, I’d been able tell apart the different teams and players who I’d come 
across at previous tournaments, but now everyone was a uniform scorched brown. We could 
have been playing against the reunited cast of The Godfather and I wouldn’t have had a clue. 

Our team was a mixed bag experience-wise. 
The かんつ take part in touch rugby and 
flag football, so whichever sport we are 
playing on the day, at least half the 
team are somewhat outside their comfort
zone. That being said, the mud pretty
much obliterates any skill or knowhow
we might have gained through our years 
of playing. I think it was Oscar Wilde
that famously quipped, “We are all equal,
when we’re caked in shite.” Still, I had 
the upmost confidence in our squad’s 
ability to dog through this challenge. 
As the most active and experienced 
rugby player, I aimed to anchor the 
starting four and provide some level of 
direction amidst the frenzy. Alongside me
was Keegan Nesbitt, an Aussie terrier 

Before long the demonstration was over. We trudged off the pitch looking like the swamp monster 
from Spirited Away, and collapsed into a neighbouring irrigation trench to cool/wash off. 
The crowd looked on in awe and took great delight in seeing the extent of our filthiness 
up close. Our young, war-torn opposition 
were beaming with excited exhaust ion. 
They couldn’t wait to accost us for some 
hi lar ious post-match photos,  tel l  us al l 
about their team, and find out about our 
different personalities and backgrounds. 
Corona had blighted much of their recent 
opportunities to play rugby, so to see them 
smiling, laughing, and enjoying the game I 
love together was a heart-warming sight. 
We know too well the challenges that come 
with existing on the periphery of Japanese 
society, but it’s a profound realisation that 
sometimes, our mere presence can evoke 
excitement and joy in others. For them, the 
opportun i ty  to  share  th is  spec ia l  day 
with us made for an unforgettable experience – and the feeling was mutual. 

with lethal pace and agility, Patrick Dolan, a yank-football covert and all-round athlete, 
and David Sullivan, a no-nonsense speed-merchant. On the bench, Miss Puzzar could be 
tagged in when we wanted someone hospitalized, Damon Christensen, though a rugby 
virgin, was a devastating bulldozer in attack, and Aaron Long, aside from his 
athletic prowess, provided great comic relief by losing a shoe in the mud, causing 
everyone to cease battle in order to search for it. 
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And God were the substitutes needed! I thought 12-minute matches would be money for old 
rope, but with the sun beating down on us, and every step feeling like pulling the sword from 
the stone, fatigue set in frighteningly quickly. I had thought that I was in good nick, but one sprint 
down the short pitch and I was ready for a Coolish and a lie down in the irrigation trench. To re-
tain fresh legs, we would have to constantly recycle players – only adding to the sheer carnage. 

The pitch was narrow, and crowded even with only four opposition players defending it. Breaking the 
line proved to be difficult, and I feared we were doomed to be locked in a sludgy stalemate. But soon 
our かんつ flair kicked in: silky passing; pinpoint positioning; and offloads that would put Sonny Bill 
Williams to shame, released us into space and allowed all four starters to dive over for bonus-point 
tries. On defence we were equally ruthless. Though some inexperience led to us being caught offside, 
we aggressively stifled any opposition attack, sending them back to the drawing board time and time 
again. Fatigue in the latter stages of the game gifted the opposition a consolidatory try or two, but 
after the longest 12 minutes any of us have ever experienced, the final whistle marked our victory. 

Again, we trapsed out of the swamp like a pack of Gollums, our orifices clogged with wet earth, and 
collapsed into the fresh, cool bosom of the stream, recounting highlights from our glorious victory.  We 
had all vastly excelled our expectations, and were somewhat in shock at the quality of rugby we’d pro-
duced. It turns out we were never bad, we were just playing on pitches that weren’t flooded enough.

In the long break between games we bathed, ate frozen treats and swapped stories with our
adopted Yatsushiro tykes. The weather only got more glorious, and just being where we were 
in such gorgeous conditions was a worthy day out in itself. But the schadenfreude of watch-
ing the other teams slip, slide and drown their way through their matches was icing on the 
cake.  The cherry atop the icing on the cake was a man emerging from the depths of the 
grime wielding Aaron’s lost shoe! The reunion brought a viscous brown tear to my eye.

quote about victory here

SHEER CARNAGE



After some thoroughly enjoyable respite, it was time again for us the psych ourselves up for some glad-
iatorial confrontation. Victory in the last match had given us some well-needed confidence, but this was 
counteracted by the aches and pains 
that had started to set in. Just as we’d 
started to feel rudi- mentarily clean and 
dry, we were back in the scum, as we 
deserved. Even ob- scured by the rem-
nants of games past, I recognised this 
team as the Ku- mamoto Acorns. I’d 
trained with them a few times and we’d 
crossed paths at various tournaments 
around Kyushu. They were a great 
bunch but would be a tough nut to crack 
on the paddock. A high-octane battle 
ensued, with tries being exchanged 
throughout and no team pulling convinc-
ingly ahead. By the second half, both 
teams were run- ning on empty, and 
even with rolling substitutions, it was pure grit that fuelled us. Bodies were desperately flung through the 
sludge in pursuit of glory – and in defense of it. We were rendered blind, deaf, dumb and lame by the pitch, 
but refused to take a step back. Some controversial decisions added fire in our bellies, namely a front flip 
try of mine that was disallowed. Was I touched? Quite possibly – but give the boy some points for effort! 
When it came, the final whistle was a relief more than anything, but we had done it – victory was ours! 
The toil in the soil had paid off, and Christ did it feel good! There was no silverware to mark our achieve-
ment, but we received the greatest trophy of all – a smug sense of satisfaction, and potential cholera. 
Our winning streak continued in the janken tournament, as Caitlin yet again crushed some children’s 
dreams by coming out on top, and winning us a set of very snazzy Red Hurricanes jerseys. They 
were a Japanese one-size-fits-all, so we departed the tournament looking like a Britney Spears tribute 
drag act, but it was nice not to leave empty-handed. It was an emotional sayonara to the Yatsushiro 
nippers, but I hope the かんつ can become a regular fixture at the annual event for years to come. 
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Living in the city has countless perks, and I would never underplay the difficulties of inaka life, but I feel 
we lack the community engagement of ALTs that live in smaller pockets of Japan. I’d hear stories of 
rural ALTs taking part in their community sports festivals or kabuki performances, and couldn’t help but 
feel a sense of FOMO. Although I am on great terms with my neighbours, living in such a vast city dilutes 
community spirit somewhat and forces us into a certain level of anonymity. I am lucky enough to have 
been fully integrated into my school’s busy extra-curricular and social calendar, had the opportunity 
to play for several Japanese rugby teams, and have found great friends with whom I have travelled 
relentlessly, but I had felt that my Japan experience lacked some authentic community involvement.

Our day in Hitoyoshi finally quenched that perishing thirst. We had experienced something that 
very few people even know exists, let alone have an opportunity to take part in. It felt as if we’d 
really engaged with and contributed to a small pocket of the local community, that has been de-
nied so much at the hands of the past year or two. To see men, women, children, families, and 
clubs literally frolicking in the beautiful heart of their prefecture reaffirmed my hope for the fu-
ture. We saw first-hand that there will be unbridled joy once more, we will smile, we will laugh, 
we will play, and we will dunk each other into the foul depths of agricultural slag live on NHK. 

VICTORY

The toil in the soil
had paid off, 

and Christ did it feel good! “ ”
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RUNNING WITH SCISSORSRUNNING WITH SCISSORS

“She’s over there! She’s over there!” 
Cried Mary Sue in her despair, 
A blur of black bolts up Jack’s back, 
And meows and purrs for her morning snack. 
 

“Oh not again!” does Jill proclaim, 
As Jack jumps through the window frame, 
He sprints into the streets beyond, 
With cloth and claw in an unbreakable bond. 
 

Neighbors wave to greet the boy, 
And cheer him on with glee and joy, 
“Come save me please!” does Jack cry out, 
“Head to the beach!” the neighbors shout. 
 

The blazing sun and yellow sand, 
And fishy smell and thin red strand, 
They point the way, the two can tell, 
As claws pinch harder, and boy does yell. 
 

And through the strand the boy he flies, 
With rowdy cheer the whole town cries, 
The claws retract, fulfilling Jack’s wish, 
As Scissors claims her morning fish.

WHO IS「 生治 」?

「 生治 」is the poet handle for Lewis Marks. 

This name distinction is not to shadow their actual 

name and identity, but to have a name and char-

acter that represents their poems in another light.
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生治「SEINAO」

RUNNING WITH SCISSORS



GREENEST PASTURES | LILY MCDERMOTT
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Top: Tsujunkyo, Yamato Town.  
Bottom: Aso Caldera.



Quilan Page

-add link to his social media
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SUNSET KUMAMOTO | 
CHASE SUTHERLAND

Top: Map of Kumamoto by cities, towns. 
By: Quinlan Fletcher.
Instagram: quinlan_fl
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“CHASE”ING NATURE     
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Above, across: Shiraito Waterfall. 
Top right: Summer Love. 
Bottom right: The Flower That Blooms Only in Aso.
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M E S S A G E

FROM YOUR OLD PAS



As I write this, I’m praying that my remainingAs I write this, I’m praying that my remaining
few weeks as PA will go by without any major few weeks as PA will go by without any major 
occurrences or disasters. My first and last yearoccurrences or disasters. My first and last year
as PA has been filled with things that no other as PA has been filled with things that no other 
PA before me has had to experience, as I’m surePA before me has had to experience, as I’m sure
this year and a half long pandemic has beenthis year and a half long pandemic has been
an equally crazy experience for all of you an equally crazy experience for all of you 
as well. I can’t think of a more symbolic ges-as well. I can’t think of a more symbolic ges-
ture to wrap up this year on JET than us finallyture to wrap up this year on JET than us finally
getting our Covid-19 vaccines with the faint getting our Covid-19 vaccines with the faint 
glimmer of hope that things will start to get better.glimmer of hope that things will start to get better.

Looking back on this past year (one last timeLooking back on this past year (one last time
I hope) I’m thankful for Lily, Kira-sensei, andI hope) I’m thankful for Lily, Kira-sensei, and
Matsuda-sensei for their unending help and Matsuda-sensei for their unending help and 
support. I had countless hurdles to jump support. I had countless hurdles to jump 
over, not only as a first year PA but also asover, not only as a first year PA but also as
a PA during Corona, but they were with mea PA during Corona, but they were with me
every step of the way. I’d also like to thank every step of the way. I’d also like to thank 
Bilal, who was the best predecessor I Bilal, who was the best predecessor I 
could have asked for and who laid downcould have asked for and who laid down
the path before me during my early daysthe path before me during my early days
of being PA. I’d also like to thank all of you for of being PA. I’d also like to thank all of you for 
being such upstanding JET Programme par-being such upstanding JET Programme par-
ticipants. Your behavior and actions have ticipants. Your behavior and actions have 
made me proud to call myself your PA.made me proud to call myself your PA.

Some of you know already, but I’ll be stayingSome of you know already, but I’ll be staying
in Kumamoto to work as a manga editor for in Kumamoto to work as a manga editor for 
Coamix. I’m sure you’re equally as surprisedCoamix. I’m sure you’re equally as surprised
as my students and teachers. I vividly re-as my students and teachers. I vividly re-
member telling one teacher and his replymember telling one teacher and his reply
beingbeing「何やってんの？」「何やってんの？」Well, to answer that,Well, to answer that,
I’m not sure what exactly I’m doing, and I I’m not sure what exactly I’m doing, and I 
think it’s safe to say there’s only a few of usthink it’s safe to say there’s only a few of us
who have it all figured out. If you’re onewho have it all figured out. If you’re one
of those lucky few I tip my hat to you, but for of those lucky few I tip my hat to you, but for 
the rest of you I wish you the best the rest of you I wish you the best 
of luck in your future endeavors.  of luck in your future endeavors.  

が ん ば る け んが ん ば る け ん ！ く！ く ま も と け ん ！ま も と け ん ！

“[Everyone’s] 
behavior and actions
 have made me proud 

to call myself 
your PA.”

From Our ALT PA: Chase Sutherland
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“My first 
and last year as PA has 
been filled with things 

that no other PA 
before me has had to 

experience...”



I am sure many people can relate to this, but asking for help 
from others has never come naturally to me. Perhaps I inter-
nalised some societal messages about self-reliance, or just 
have a fear of appearing vulnerable. Whatever the underly-
ing causes, in order to become a functioning Kumamoto PA, 
a position where I have to ask others for help on a daily basis, 
I had to break through this mental barrier one way or another.

It turned out to not be nearly as hard as I thought. And for 
good reason: people genuinely enjoy helping one another. 
Despite my apprehension, whenever I asked for help, I always 
received numerous emails from JETs offering to volunteer 
their time for an event, or to share a photo or an article in the 
YOKA. Each time, I felt a great deal of gratitude, a sense of 
relief, and was moved by how willing people were to step in.

It was also through this process that over the past 3 years, I 
came to know about so many of your individual interests, goals 
and pursuits. I learned about how creative and passionate you 
are, and found inspiration in so many of you who care deep-
ly about your students, communities and lives here in Japan. 
This gave me much needed perspective, ability to believe in 
others, and gave me comfort and confidence in myself as well. 

Being a part of a great team that included Chase, Bilal, Kira-sen-
sei, Matsuda-sensei, and Fujimoto-sensei, also gave me the 
peace of mind that as long as I communicated with them and 
sought out their help, most problems would work out in the end.

This is not a groundbreaking insight, but I think it is an im-
portant one, given where we find ourselves in the world 
today. Our societies and our species are facing incredible 
challenges, and there are many setbacks, but we also have 
one incredible advantage—the fact that it is possible to seek 
help and solidarity with others, and in doing so, make im-
portant and necessary progress on what needs to be done.

Having said that, time for me to make one final shameless 
plug to everyone ;) As my time on JET ends, I have been 
lucky enough to have the opportunity to join a compa-
ny based in Kumamoto, called “Kumamoto DMC.” Kuma-
moto DMC is a company which aims to identify and de-
velop local tourism resources unique to Kumamoto — for 
example developing original tour packages, experienc-
es and products — and to disseminate that information 
with the aim of attracting new tourism to the prefecture. 

I know for a fact, based on the content that is submitted to 
the YOKA on a regular basis, that JETs are very passionate 
about discovering the untapped richness found in their lo-
cal communities. Please continue to do so! And if you make 
any discoveries in your prefecture, or ideas on new tourism 
potential, please let me know—and maybe we can work 
together to create something new and exciting together. 

See you!

“Our societies and our 
species are facing incredible 
challenges...but we also have 
one incredible advantage—
the fact that it is possible 
to seek help and solidarity 

with others...”

 “I learned about how 
creative and passionate 

you [all] are, and found 
inspiration in so many 

of you who care deeply 
about your students, 

communities and lives 
here in Japan.”

From Our CIR PA: Lily McDermott
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